
NRS Titanium Pilot Knife

NRS

Product number: NRS-TPM

Filet fish and cut line, rope or debris with one 
ergonomic blade.

Weight: 0.085 kg
159,95 € * 159,95 €

NRS Titanium Pilot Messer

The NRS Titanium Pilot Knife is the ideal companion for professionals or enthusiasts looking for a longer 
blade and versatility for their adventures in salt and brackish water. Made from titanium, this kayak knife is 
ultra-light, stronger than steel and retains its sharpness over time. The corrosion-resistant titanium blade 
makes it a reliable tool for any use in the water.

The low-profile Thumbs Up Sheath allows for quick opening and secures the blade tightly while opening 
effortlessly with one hand with a flick of the thumb. The sheath can be firmly attached to a PFD lanyard, and 
the lanyard attachment point on the knife handle further prevents loss in rough waters and doubles as a valve 
spanner for an oxygen cylinder.

The ergonomic design with an asymmetrical handle and a blunt blade tip ensures correct blade alignment 
and helps prevent injuries. The partially serrated edge and "reverse scallop" serration make it easy to cut a 
variety of materials, while the all-weather G10 handle with hand contour and rubberised grip provides 
maximum control, even in wet environments.

Specifications:

Weight: Total: 85 g, knife: 64 g, sheath: 21 g
Blade material: Titanium alloy
Handle material: Glass-reinforced polypropylene with rubber coating
Sheath material: Glass-reinforced polypropylene with rubber overlays
Overall length: 18 cm
Blade length: 9 cm
Blade: Smooth and serrated



Blade tip: Blunt
Features: Polished blade, asymmetrical G10 handle, jimping along the blade edge, thumbs up sheath, 
oxygen valve spanner

Discover the NRS Titanium Pilot Messer - your reliable companion for all adventures in salt and brackish 
water! Whether fishing, kayaking or sailing, this titanium knife offers the ultimate combination of lightness, 
strength and functionality that will delight any professional or enthusiast. Perfect for anglers, kayakers, 
sailors and adventurers looking for a reliable tool for their endeavours.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=ef1e11ac4e29001b999a1f81d6ad6db0

